Instructional Policies/ Curriculum Committee

AGENDA - amended

Tuesday, October 27, 2015
Professional Development Center,
Room GE-118
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.

I. CALL TO ORDER

II. ADOPTION OF AGENDA

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
   A. October 13, 2015 (attachment)

IV. ARTICULATION/CURRICULUM
   A. Senate Report – Meyer
   B. Ethnic Studies Graduation Requirement - Meyer
   C. Advisories and SPC Strategies - Abel
   D. Program Development Process - Meyer
   E. Non-credit Curriculum – Meyer/Graham/Garcia
   F. Curriculum Institute Reports – Meyer
   G. Curriculum Coordinator Update – Meyer/Graham
   H. Course Deactivation Process - Meyer

V. NEW DISCUSSION/ACTION
   A. Course Revision Proposals

      1. GUIDE 096: Career and Life Planning – 3.0 units
         Proposed changes/revisions: updated catalog description, removed lab, lecture content, student learning outcomes, methods of evaluation, homeowrk and textbook list.
         Effective Spring 2016.
         -- Added: Distance Ed Instruction

      2. HIST 009: Women in American History – 3.0 Units
         Proposed changes/revisions: course title, updated catalog description, removed lab, lecture content, student learning outcomes, methods of evaluation, homeowrk and textbook list.
         Effective Spring 2016.
         -- Updated: Distance Ed Instruction
3. **HIST 024: History and Culture of the American Indian – 3.0 Units**

   -- Updated: Distance Ed Instruction

4. **MACH 129: CNC Programming and Operations – 4.5 Units**

VI. ADJOURNMENT

VII. ORDER OF DISCUSSION

- 1:30 ITEM IV
- 2:10 Ethnic Studies Grad Requirement
- 2:30 HIST 009 and DE
- 2:40 HIST 024 and DE
- 2:50 MACH 129
- 3:00 GUIDE 096 and DE
- 3:10 ITEM IV con't